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1. INTRODUUTION 
Let G be an affine algebraic group over an algebraically closed field k. 
Given a closed subgroup H of G and a rational G-module V, we can ask 
for conditions under which V is induced from a rational H-module. Denote 
by A the k-algebra R(H\G) of everywhere detied rational functions on 
G invariant under right translation by H. By an A.G-module we mean 
a rational G-module V which is also a left A-module such that X(W) = 
= (s.a)(zv) for z E G, a s A, o E V. The aim of this paper is to prove the 
following 
I&f.PRlXITIVITY THEOREm : Assume G/H is affine. A rational G-module 
V is induced from a rational H-module iff V is an A. G-module. 
This result is analogous to, and was inspired by, results for locally 
compact groups due to Mackey [9], [l], for Lie algebras due to Blattner 
[2], and for Hopf algebras (and, more specifically, restricted Lie algebras) 
due to Koppinen and Neuvonen [7]. For finite groups the analogous result 
is just that V is induced iff it is a direct sum of subspaces permuted 
transitively by G (cf. the remarks preceding (4.7)). 
The main theorem is proved in Section 3, and some applications have 
been collected in Section 4. 
* Rmearch supported by the National Science Foundation 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
We adopt the notation and conventions of [4]: If G is an (affine) 
algebraic group, a G-module V is rational if it is a union of finite dimensional 
submodules JV rational in the usual sense (that is, G x W + W is a 
morphism of varieties). For example, the coordinate ring R(G) of G is a 
rational left G-module with respect to left translation: (g.f)(s)=f(xg), 
f E R(G), x, g E G; and a rational right G-module with respect to right 
translation: (f.g)(z)=f(gx). 
The subspace of fixed points in a G-module V is denoted Vo. Also, 
if W is a right G-module, then W @o V denotes the fixed point space 
for the action of G defined by g. (w @ V) =wg-1 @I gv on W @I V. The 
symbol @I (with no subscript) always denotes the tensor product over k. 
Let H be a closed subgroup of G. Each rational G-module defines by 
restriction a rational H-module V]H (frequently denoted V when it is 
clear from context that V is being considered as an H-module). Conversely, 
each rational H-module W determines a rational G-module WIG, the 
induced module, which can be defined as R(G) @H W. The G-module 
structure on WIG is obtained from the G-action on R(G) @I W de&red by 
g(f @ w) = g. f @ w (g E G). The module WIG is equipped with an H-module 
homomorphism Ev:WIG -+ W, called evaluation, defined by 
The module WIG is an A-module in an obvious way, where A =R(H\G), 
the fixed points in R(G) of H under right translation; with this action 
WIG is an A. G-module as defined in the introduction. If W is regarded 
as a trivial A-module (i.e., aw=a(l)w for a E A, w E W), then EV is also 
an A-module map (and thus an A. H-module map *). The induced module 
has the following universal property: given any rational G-module V and 
H-module homomorphism 4: V + W, there exists a unique G-module 
homomorphism 4: V + WIG satisfying EV oq=+ [3]. If V is an A-G- 
module and $ is a homomorphism of A. H-modules, then it is easily seen 
that 4 is a homomorphism of A-G-modules. 
Now assume that G/H is afine. In particular, this means B(G) is a 
faithfully flat A-module [6; III, 5 3,251. Also, R(H) E k @‘A R(G) by 
[6; III, $3,3.15], where we regard k as a trivial A-module via the augmen- 
tation a + a(1). In addition, we have the following basic results of [3] : 
(2.1) The evaluation map Ev: WIG + W is surjective for all rational 
H-modules W. 
(2.2) The induction functor W + WIG is ezuct, i.e., preserves exact 
sequences. 
* By an AH-module we mean of course 8 rational H-module L which is also a left 
A-module such that z(aw)=(z.a) (a?~) for x E H, Q E A, o E L. 
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(2.3) We have an isomorphism 
The map 7 is easily seen to be an B(G) m G-homomorphism (where the 
action of g E G on R(G) @‘A (WIG) is diagonal and via g @I 1 on R(G) @I W). 
Also, 7 commutes with the right action of IZ given on R(G) @.A (WIG) by 
(f @A v)h=f*h 8 A v and on R(G) @I w by 
(f @ w)h=f-h 8 h--lw(f E R(G), v E WIG, w E W, and h E II). 
Note that R(G) 8 W is completely reducible as an R(G) -G-module, 
since R(G) is obviously an irreducible R(G) -G-module. Furthermore, the 
only R(G) . G- en omorphisms d of R(G) are scalar multiplications. This 
implies easily that all R(G)-G-submodules S of R(G) 8 W have the form 
R(G) @I T for some k-subspace T of W. If S is in addition stable under the 
right action of H on R(G) @I W, then T is stable umler the action of I3 on W. 
(We will apply this when S is the image under 7 of R(G) @.A VI, where 
VI is an A. G-submodule of WI o.) 
Finally, we note 
(2.4) For any rational B-module W, WIG is a flat A-module (even 
faithfully flat if W # 0). 
This is immediate from (2.3), together with the fact that R(G) is a 
faithfully flat A-module. 
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Let I’ be an A-G-module. Then k @A ‘v becomes an A-H-module with 
action 
h(3, @A v)=il @A hv (hEH, IE~, VEV) 
and 
a(2 @A v)=a(l)~ @A 2) (a E A). 
Also, we have a natural A -H-module homomorphism 
e: V+k@AV 
which induces an A. G-module homomorphism 
g: P + (k @A v)l’. 
The imprimitivity theorem is a consequence of the following more detailed 
result. 
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(3.1) THEOREM : Assume G/H is affine and let V be an Aa G-module. 
Then the A . G-module homomorphism e’ is an isomorphism. (In particular, 
I’ may be identified with an induced module in such a way that e becomes 
the evaluation.) 
PROOF : Clearly, e” commutes with direct limits *, so we may assume 
V is finitely generated as an A-module. Next, we claim it is enough to 
prove the theorem when V is irreducible as an A.G-module. Since A is 
noetherian, we can find an A- G-irreducible quotient v= V/Vi. Assuming 
the result for v, we have in particular, by (2.4), that 7 is flat as an 
A-module and so 0 + k 81~ Vi -+ k @A V+ k 6~4 v -+ 0 is exact. In- 
ducing to G we again obtain an exact sequence by (2.2), and so it is enough 
to prove the theorem for Vi. Iterating this procedure gives the desired 
result provided we show V cannot have an infinite descending chain 
I’= Vo r) 711 . . . of A. G-submodules with Jr</ Vt+i irreducible. If so, then 
(2.3), together with the (assumed) fact that the Vg/V‘+i are induced, 
implies that R(Q) 81~ I’ has R(G)-quotients which are free of arbitrarily 
large rank. This contradicts the finite generation of I’ as an A-module. 
Hence we may assume V is irreducible as an A- G-module. Observe 
that k @A V# 0 : Otherwise V= %V, where % = (a E A ja( 1) = 0). Since V 
is finitely generated, some element of 1+ ‘x0 annihilates V; however the 
annihilator of V in A is a proper G-stable ideal, hence is 0. Let W be an 
irreducible H-quotient module of k: @A V. Regarding W as a trivial 
A-module, we have a surjection V += W of A- H-modules. In particular 
we have a nonzero A SC-homomorphism V + WIG, which must be in&&we 
since V is irreducible. 
Next we show that WIG is an irreducible A- G-module, which at least 
shows that V is induced. By (2.3) and the subsequent remarks, any proper 
A-G-submodule VI of WIG gives rise to a proper R(G).G-submodule 
8=+(G) @A VI) stable under the right diagonal action of H. As re- 
marked, this gives #=.R(G) @ T for some H-stable (and proper) subspace 
T of W. The irreducibility of W now forces T = 0, hence VI= 0. Thus, 
WIG is irreducible as claimed. 
From now on we may assume V = WIG. The map Ev: WIG + W factors 
through e: WIG + k @A (WIG) to give a map Y: k @A (WIG) + W. The 
map v is surjective by (2.1) (or by construction). To show v is injective 
we consider instead the composite of v with the injection 
WP~(H)~HW~(~~AR(G))~~W~~~AR(G)~ W. 
This map is k @A i where i: WlG=B(G) 8’~ W--f R(G) 6~ W is the in- 
clusion. Finally it suffices to show that the cokernel of i is a flat A-module. 
* The tied point functor on rational H-modules W commutes with dir& limit&, as 
is easily seen by noting WH is the set of w E W sent to w 0 1 iu the comodule map 
W + W 8 R (H). 
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Now R(G) @ W can be regarded as an induced module (R(H) 8 %)Io, 
where Ws = W with trivial H-action. With this identification i = d lo, where 
d : FV + R(H) @ Vs comes from the comodule structure. By the exactness 
of induction (2.2), the cokernel of i is an induced module, hence flat by 
(2.4). Thus, Y is an isomorphism and it follows easily that 2 is also an 
isomorphism. Q.E.D. 
The reader may consult [3] for precise information concerning when 
G/H is affine. If B is reductive, then G/H is affine iff H is reductive. 
If U is solvable, then G/H is always affine. 
4. APPLICATIONS 
We indicate some consequences of the main theorem. 
(4.1) COROLLARY: Assume Cl/H is affine. The category of rational 
H-modules is equivalent to that of A -G-modules. In particular, if V is an 
irreducible A .&module, k @A V is an irreducible H-module. Also, if W 
is an irreducible rational H-module, WIG is irreducible A -G-module. 
(4.2) COROLLARY: Assume U/H is atie. Let V be an A-G-module 
which is finitely generated as an A-module. Then V has finite length as 
an A - a-module. 
This follows from the proof of the theorem, and also from the statement 
of the theorem since k @A V is a finite dimensional vector space. 
(4.3) COROLLARY: Assume Cl/H is affine. Then any A. G-module V 
is a flat A-module (even faithfully flat when V#O). 
PROOF. By (3.1) and (2.4). 
The next corollary is a generalization of the fact 
k ‘8A (R(a) ‘%H v) s (k @A R(Q)) @)H v 
which occurs in the proof of (3.1). 
(4.4) COROLLARY: Assume Cl/H is affine and V is an A -B-module 
which also has a rational action of an algebraic group L commuting 
with A and U. (This just means V is induced from a rational (H, L)- 
bimodule.) Then the rational cohomology groups Hn(L, V) are all A .G- 
modules, and we have 
for any A-module M (regarded in 1K @A V as a trivial L-module). In 
particular, %!UP(L, V) g Hn(L, aI’) for every ideal 9X of A. 
PROOF: Let I* be an injective resolution of the trivial module k for L. 
Then V @ I* is an injective resolution of V [3: 1.81, and all differentials 
commute with the action of A and CT (trivial action on I*). A similar 
remark holds for (V 8 I*)L, and so H*(L, V) is an A -B-module. 
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Let J.2 be an A-module. All kernels, images, etc. of differentials in 
?‘@I* and (V@I*)L are A.&modules, hence flat by (4.3). Hence 
32 @‘A V @ I* is an injective resolution of JJ @‘A 7, and if we knew 
(3f @.A V @ I*)L z M @‘A (‘CT 63 I*)L, we could conclude the desired iso- 
morphism. 
Hence it is enough to show (M 63~~ V)L E M @A PL for all possible V. 
Let V + V @ R(L) come from the R(L)-comodule structure on V. Then 
we have a pull-back diagram 
of A. G-modules (trivial action on R(L)). Tensoring with &f over A again 
gives a pull-back diagram because of flatness, and this gives the desired 
result. 
The last assertion, regarding ideals ‘8, is an immediate consequence 
of the first isomorphism and the flatness of A. B-modules as A-modules. 
Q.E.D. 
(4.5) COROLLARY: Assume a/H is affine. For any ideal ‘3 of A, the 
right H-module ‘83(G) is rationally injective. 
PROOF. It is enough to show that Bi(B, %.R(G) @ IV) =0 for any 
rational right H-module W. By [3], R(G) @ W is a rationally injective 
H-module. Also, R(a) 8 W is an A.B-module (trivial action on W), and 
the action commutes with H. The hypotheses of (4.4) are satisfied, and 
we have 
WH, 9I.w) c3 W) 2% EVE, ‘w(U) c3 W)) E 
r W(E, R(U) G3 W)=O. Q.E.D. 
One can show even that ??lX(G) is a direct sum of copies of R(B); 
however, the decomposition is not canonical. 
(4.6) COROLLARY: Let a be a closed subgroup of an affine algebraic 
group Q. Then G/E is affine iff the restriction map r: R(G) += R(a) is 
split as a homomorphism of right a-modules by a map r : R(B) + R(G) 
with z(l)= 1. 
PROOF: Assume first that U/H is affine. Let ‘2l= {a E Ala(l)=O). Since 
k @‘A R(U) =R(E), 9I.w) is the ideal ‘$3 in R(G) defining J3. By (4.5), 
‘$3 is a rationally injective H-module. Thus, r is split by some Ei-homo- 
morphism z’. Now t’( 1) = 1 + nz, for some m in 23 fixed by JZ. Again using 
the injectivity of ‘83, there is an H-homomorphism CT: R(B) + .%i3 with 
a(l)=m. Then z=z’--(T works. 
Conversely, suppose we have a splitting z with z( 1) = 1. If U denotes 
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the unipotent radical of E, then there is an R-algebra splitting p for 
R(H) + R(U) by [3 ; (1.16)]. The composite tp is a U-module splitting 
for the restriction R(G) +-R(U) with tp(l)=l. Thus, G/U is affine by 
[3; (3.1)], and G/E is affine by [3; (4.l)]. Q.E.D. 
To apply the theorem as a genuine imprimitivity criterion for a specific 
rational G-module VT, one must actually construct an equivariant action 
of A on V. For finite groups this amounts to finding orthogonal idem- 
potents which sum to 1 in Home (V, V), and which are permuted transi- 
tively according to the action of G on H\G. One can also try to construct 
a G-isomorphic copy of A in Homk (V, V) in other cases. Our next result 
illustrates this technique in a simple situation. 
The action of G on Homk ( V, V) by conjugation is not in general rational. 
However, if F is a finite dimensional submodule of Homk (P, V), then 
for some finite dimensional submodule W of V, the restriction map 
HomE (V, V) + Homk ( W, V) is injective on P, and so P is a rational 
G-module. 
(4.7) COROLLARY: Let U be a connected unipotent group and V a 
rational U-module. Then a necessary and sufficient condition that V be 
induced from some proper subgroup of U is that Homk (7, V) contain 
a finite dimensional subspace P, stable under the conjugation action of U, 
such that P contains properly the scalar transformations k. 1 of 
Horn& (V, 7’) and such that b- 1 is exactly the subspace of P annihilated 
by the action of the Lie algebra Lie (U) of U on F. 
PROOF: Suppose V is induced. Then we may assume P is induced 
from a subgroup N of codimension 1. The U-equivariant algebra homo- 
morphism R(N\U) + Homk (P, V) is injective since R(N\U) is irreducible 
as an R(N\U). U-module. On the other hand, Na U and N\U g kAdd. 
Thus, R(N\U) z k[X], the polynomial ring in one variable. We may 
take F to be the image in Homk (VT, V) of the U-submodule of k[X] 
spanned by 1, X. 
Conversely, suppose F is given. Without loss of generality, we may 
assume F is a-dimensional. We let N be the kernel of the action of U 
on F. Then U/N E ,Add, and the hypothesis implies that F, viewed 
as a kAdd-module, is isomorphic to the submodule of R(nAdd) g k[X] 
spanned by 1, X. (In characteristic p one must use the fact that U/N 
is fuithjuZ on F, as well as the hypothesis on the Lie algebra.) This gives 
an equivariant algebra homomorphism k[X] + Horn& (VT, V), and P is an 
R(N\U)- U-module. Since U/N is affine, the desired conclusion follows 
from (3.1). Q.E.D. 
We mention that the case H= 1 of (3.1) gives the Larson-Sweedler 
“fundamental theorem of Hopf modules” [S], [lo], in the special case of 
the coordinate ring of an affine algebraic group. It seems likely that many 
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of our results in this paper generalize to affine group schemes, in the 
spirit of [5]. (If the hypothesis of (4.7) is changed so that km 1 =P, rather 
than the Lie algebra condition, then we expect that V is still induced, 
but from a subgroup scheme.) 
It would also be interesting to have results which apply when G/H is 
not affine*. If G is connected and G/H is complete then every rational 
G-module is induced from H[4], and the imprimitivity theorem holds 
aa stated, since A=k in this case. However, this version of the theorem 
will not work in general, as the following example shows. 
(4.8) EXANPLE. Assume k has characteristic zero. Let G=SLz(k) and 
let U be the subgroup of (upper) unipotent matrices. Let V be the standard 
2-dimensional G-module. Then from the exact sequence of rational U- 
modules (denoting by k the trivial module) 
we get an exact sequence 
of A. G-modules. From universal mapping, klG is a direct sum of the 
distinct irreducible rational modules of G, each occurring with multipli- 
city 1. By the tensor identity [3; (1.5)], VIG E V @ klG. It follows that 
VIG has a unique trivial G-submodule, and so the image 7 of 5 is a proper 
non-zero A. G-submodule of klG. If v were induced it would contain a 
copy of klG (since U is unipotent), which is absurd. 
In this example, G/U s k2 - ((0, 0)) is quasi-affine, but not affine. 
A&W in proof : 
It ia interesting to note t&t in connection with (4.6) the induced mep rla: R(U) @A 
+ R(Q) is 8 split surjection of A-modules. Hence, R(B) is a pr~ective A-rnochk when- 
ewer G/H is a&e. This gives en (unpublished) result of Takeuchi. 
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